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I am an incredibly lucky man. My wife likes to cook almost as much as I like to eat. 

Since she retired, my wife has taken on cooking as her main hobby. Her specialty 

is creating healthy yet delicious meals and snacks. Her approach to cooking 

reminds me of how a professional pilot performs on a continuous improvement 

program. She takes courses, reads articles, watches videos, and of course watches 

cooking shows on TV. She plans a full day of meals calculating total calories, 

cholesterol, sodium, and several other parameters. If one of the parameters is out 

of the target range, she makes adjustments as needed. She also estimates total 

prep time so that the meals can be served at the desired time. 

When it is time to begin the actual meal prep, she practices something called 

“mise en place.” The simple translation is “everything in place.” She gathers the 

utensils, cookware, ingredients, and whatever else she will need before she 

begins. The method works. Her meals are flawless, tasty, and prepared with a low 

level of stress. 

That is where we can adapt a procedure from the culinary world for use in 

aviation. If we make the effort to thoroughly plan our flights and make sure that 

everything is in place before we start the engine, we can be safer and operate 

with less stress. 

Having the necessary utensils would translate to having an aircraft that is legal 

and that is capable of adequate performance considering anticipated density 

altitude, terrain, runway lengths, airspace and more. Having the necessary 

ingredients might mean having sufficient fuel including generous reserves, 

needed charts whether paper or digital, water to stay hydrated, and whatever 

else the flight might require. Of course, we must not forget a main ingredient, a 

pilot who is competent, current, not stressed or fatigued, and healthy. 

Many accidents and incidents could be avoided if the pilot had done a little more 

planning. Lacking a key ingredient part way through preparing a meal does not 



reflect well on a chef. Running out of fuel or having any other problem caused by 

a lack of planning does not reflect well on the pilot. 


